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Introduction
This submission has been drafted in response to the
invitation by the Committee for Environment and
Public Affairs to present evidence on Petition 132
Oppose funding cuts to the Department of Child
Protection and Family Support tabled on 8 September
2016. The Community & Public Sector Union and Civil
Service Association of Western Australia is pleased to
present our findings into these serious matters.
This report will be divided into five chapters, each
providing further detail into the five petition requests
signed by 870 West Australian petitioners.

1. Ensure Every At-Risk
Child Has a Dedicated
Caseworker
In September 2006, the Department had listed 1976
children in care and 1200 other cases as allocated,
while 352 children in care and 888 other cases were
unallocated or 'queued' (Ford Review).
As of 2009, there was a reported 3195 cases and 519
children or the monitored list. 659 caseworker FTE
was available to manage this workload.
As of the latest received 2016 workload management
report, there were 7046 cases and 655 cases on
the monitored list which is effectively a queue, 771
caseworker FTE is expected to manage a caseload
of over double the number held seven years ago. It is
clear that workforce is not being managed with regard
to workload.
The Department has experienced difficulty in
addressing vacancies. As of 1September 2016, there
were 3340 caseworker vacancies (FTE).

The monitored list consists of children who have an
open case with the Department but do not have an
allocated caseworker. This means there is no active
investigation or inquiry occurring for the child's
situation. The VVAIRC workload order states:
•
Queued work is not case managed.
All action relating to queued work is reactive.
•
There is evidence to suggest that the dangers are
growing. In 2004, there were 16,607 family and
domestic violence incidents reported to WA Police. In
2014/2015 DCPFS had responded to 34,524 incidents,
a 27 per cent increase since the year before. Children
li ving in violent homes are at higher risk of coming into
care, creating additional caseload responsibilities for
DCPFS staff.
Reports released by the Department state there are
13,579 Safety and Well-being Assessments (SWAs)
made in 2015-16.
Response timeframes for the commencement of a
SVVA are:
Priority 1 (within 24 hours)
•
Priority 2 (within 2-5 working days)
•
Responses to questions asked in the Legislative
•
Council this year revealed that of 30 November
2015, there were 692 SWAs open for more than 90
days within the state.
The most recent interim report obtained by the
CPSU/CSA (August) reveals that out of 17 districts, nine
districts were at red status (average days SWA open
90+). six districts were at yellow status (average days
open 51-90) and only two districts were coping with
SWAs initiated but not commenced at an acceptable
ievel. Only 36 per cent of SWAs were completed within
30 days across the state.

Previous correspondence from the Minister for Child
Protection, the Hon. Andrea Mitchell, MLA, state the
Department's budget has increased by over 86 per
cent since the Barnett Government began holding
office. She also reports a 58 per cent increase in frontli ne child protection employees. Analysis of statistics
on FTE at the frontline and the resulting increase of
workload reveal a less optimistic picture.

The last three years of data recorded by the ABS
(Jan 2013-Dec 2015), West Australia's population
grew by 124,393 - given the growth of population
demand, there is difficult to justify the slashing of child
protection services. Child protection notifications
continue to grow. In 2014-15, the Department
responded to more than 18,000 notifications of
children at risk of abuse. In 2015-16, this number of
notifications had grown to 19,261.

The consistently high figure of children on the
monitored list is a symptom of excessive workload
faced by our members.

While metropolitan CPSU/CSA members have access
to Non-Government Organisation (NGO) services, the
situation for regional communities is a world away.
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Caseworkers report access to services In some of the
most challenging and isolated communities are wholly
inadequate for the challenges the community faces.
There is a dIscrepancy that in times when the need for
services is greatest, this is precisely when services are
cut
The reality here in Fitzroy Crossing is that 3000 or
so people have Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, one of the
highest rates in the world And in this environment, the
[private] drug and alcohol service has one counsellor
Just one. They should have 70. It's unbelievable.'
- Caseworker, West Kimberley District.
The current situation is best represented by a
child who has experienced the current system, as
interviewed by the CREATE Foundation this year
"My caseworker doesn't come to see me. Like I've not
seen my caseworker for more than a year now She is
my legal guardian and she makes the final decision for
me but when / don't see her for so long I can't tell her
anything. When I ring her most times she Is not in the
office,"
- 15-year-old Aboriginal female, foster care.
(p39 Raising Concerns in Care)

2. Commitment to

Programs that Prevent
Kids Coming Into Care
An early Intervention approach reflects the Importance
of the development of the child and family. The first
years of a child's life, and the beginning of crucial
stages of development, effectively set the foundation
for the rest of the child's life. Some examples of critical
periods include development during infancy and the
formative teenage years.
Responsible Parenting Services, consisting of Parent
Support and Best Beginnings, was a major component
of the Department's early intervention strategy. These
programs were partly funded by royalties for regions
money in the Murchison, including the mid-west and
the Gascoyne; the Great Southern; the Goldfields; the
Pilbara; the Wheatbelt and the South-West. The service
was noted for delivering a level of service to regions
comparable with the metropolitan area.

The program has recorded successes in assisting
the most at-risk and hard to reach families in WA,
as measured by Pricewaterhouse Coopers and the
Department's annual reporting.
•
The RPS program Best Beginnings handles 785
cases per year
•
The RFS program Parent Support handles 1,662
cases per year (2014/2015)
•
For every dollar spent on Best Beginnings, the
evaluated saving Is $3.85
•
For every dollar spent on Parent Support, the
evaluated saving is $7.22 (regional WA)
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in
Australia are over-represented in the child orotectIon
system at seven times the rate of non-Indigenous
children, with disproportionately increasIng rates of
cases of substantiated neglect or abuse over the
past five years. Placement in out of home care is
at nine times the non-Indigenous rate (AlkW 2015)
At the same time, we know there has been at best
li mited implementation of preventive interventions
for vulnerable Aboriginal children and their families
in remote communities in Northern Australia (p1
Robinson)
However, analysis of RPS revealed that since 201L57
per cent of referrals to the Parent Support program
have been for Aboriginal families. The program was
particularly effective in the Pilbara, with Aborignal
families making up 79% of all referrals (p33 PWC).
Eighty-six per cent of Best Beginnings clients in the
Pilbara identified as Aboriginal.
Royalties for Regions Community Services Fund
initially funded the program with $27.9 million in
2010. Three years later, the program had shown such
promise a further 'top-up' of $6.4 million was allocated
to continue the service provision until mid-2015.
Despite the successes recorded, due to the 2016
budget cuts the program is set to close completely
in 2018 — $11 million was cut from RPS in the DCPFS
budget this year. This is a great loss and will no doubt
create additional long-term costs for the state. The
state government has received information detailing
what closure will mean for regional WA:
"Cessation of RPS services in the expansion districts
would be anticipated to lead to a deterioration of
client outcomes in areas including family function,
child development, child and adult health and child
education, with attendant increases in costs to both
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the public and the families involved Workloads for
child protection and juvenile justice teams would
be expected to increase as family outcomes would
deteriorate without the support RPS can provide" (p7
PWC)
Recently, the West Australian Council of Social Services
expressed their concerns that the State Government
had not announced any commitment to fund their
early Intervention strategy. They went on to state
funding the strategy should be a 'major priority'
(p22 WACOSS 2016) '...these initiatives provide an
opportunity for the public and community sectors in
WA to demonstrate how a targeted early intervention
model can produce better life outcomes for some of
our most disadvantaged and vulnerable citizens. "(p12
WACOSS 2016)
WACOSS estimates 6,000 clients will be turned away
as a direct result of the funding cuts to financial
counselling crisis calls made during the 2015/2016
budget. One service provider with a track record in
delivering this service reported saving the homes of
47 families In one six month period. In the last year,
the Department's number of homelessness cllents
increased by 1,039 (13,819 to 14,858 homelessness
clients).
In 2014-15, AIHW data indicate there were 3,466
instances for requests for accommodation with family
and domestic violence services In the metropolitan
area where there was no accommodation available
at the time of the request. A lack of capacIty to deal
with demand creates increased caseload pressures for
caseworkers to reunify families and bring vulnerable
families back to their feet.

3. A Safe, Fair and
Reasonable Workload
"The capable staff we have get a huge amount of work
and cases. It's very unfair It got to the stage where I
would be getting 170 emails a day They would all be
requests to do something or requests from the court. I
couldn't do it ail. The work is unfairly distributed That is
the kind of workload that is generated by a caseworker
having 15 to 16 children and five families to reunify"
- Caseworker, Murchison District.
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'Y am on the front end team and have a case load
of 12 to 13 families. This can be up to 13-40 children
depending on the size of the family - each child
has caring issues. lam also expected to unofficially
case manage matters that are on my team leaders'
Nominated Liaison Officer list and this can be up to
another five to six families at any given time. I am also
expected to assist with family domestic violence triage
and duty matters along with facilitating signs of safety
meetings with families."
- De-identified Caseworker.
In 2007, the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (VVAIRC) issued orders to the Department
to i mplement a Strategy for Caseload Management.
This Strategy outlined:
A maximum of 15 cases to be allocated per full
ti me caseworker, with the capacity to increase the
cap to 18 cases in exceptional situations, which
must be justified in writing.
The use of a workload management tool which
measures the intensity and complexity of work to
inform the appropriate allocation of cases.
Excess cases to be pushed uptheline to a Team
Leader, who may refer them to the District
Director (who then becomes the Nominated
Liaison Officer) after two weeks. The cases held by
the NLO are known as the monitored list, where a
child does not gain access to a caseworker.
However, the reality is that within the Department,
when these cases reach a critical status, caseworkers
must reactively manage the issues and provide
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Q6 Have you ever been asked to adjust or
reallocate your cases before data day to
ensure you have 15 cases or less?
A.11,,,,,rod 1. 61)
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LEFT: Department staff
report widespread
'number shuffling both
before and after official
reporting.

assstance. Monitored list cases can reach a critical
status at any time 'Data day' is the one day every
month that a snapshot of workload is taken via the
Department's program "ASSIST".

participants who voted no, many added comments
detailing the practices within the department which
are used to create false reporting data. Please see the
additIonal attachments for these comments.

This day plays an important role in informing
Department management, parliament, and the union
of an accurate picture of demand.

The troubling conclusion of this information is that
at least 95 caseworkers have caseloads well above
their ordered limit, as 'honest reporters'. The real
figure is unknown and could be estimated to be in
the hundreds. It is worth noting that a high intensity
case can easily demand the entirety of a caseworker's
week. There is no active measure of complexity within
workload management reporting structures.

"Number Shuffling" the continued cheating of Safe
Workload Management Reporting
'l am a team leader and each month I am directed
to ensure that each team member has 15 or less
cases and that there are no children under 5 years
on the NLO list. Those cases are then NLOed to
me. So essentially I am carrying out my own work
responsibilities as a Team Leader and case managing
anywhere up to 40 children. There appears to be no
mechanism to count how many children are allocated
(all be it as NLO - case management tasks still need to
be undertaken) to team leaders.'
- De-identified Team Leader.
In this survey, conducted November 2016, 86
participants voted yes. 94 participants voted no.
Qualitative interviewing revealed the practices had
been in place for years. Out of 94 participants votIng
no, six respondents indicated they do not hold
caseload in their role. Five respondents indicated they
were aware of the practice even though they had
not been approached themselves. In addition, of the

15 cases was never meant to be a measure of a
reasonable workload - it was intended to be the upper
li mit of what could reasonably be expected. Case
counting alone does not provide a true or accurate
reflection of workload.
"The current expectation that all case workers have
15 cases is not realistic. Young people need to have
regular ongoing 7-on-1 support which cannot be
achieved given the complexity of cases if they have
75+ cases. NGO services that are being paid by the
Department carry 6-8 cases due to the intensity of
home visiting and interventions. Young people deserve
better - cases workers WANT to do the best they can
but are trapped between a wall of compliance and a
sea of young people who need support. The WLM
Order was intended to be a MAXIMUM of 15 cases. It
was never intended that this would be the average."
- De-identified Caseworker.
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The serious concerns around the link between
workload and risk to the child were highlighted in the
recent findings of the Community Development and
Justice Standing Committee Inquiry. 'Red Flags, White
Flag Response':
FINDING 7 There is a direct nexus between the level
of staffing resources and the capacity to monitor and
supervise. Staffing at a sustainable level, along with
appropriate practices, would help to prevent a similar
death from occurring.'
They [the caseworkers] are not doing the work
they want to do. Look, I've had kids tell me that they
haven't seen the caseworker in six months. I've had
kids who are no idea who the caseworkers are. That's
an absolute joke just a joke. There are feelings of

despondency definitely'
- Duty Staffer, Cannington District.
Issues with workload are also inextricably linked to
the danger of burnout within Department staff, The
issue of turnover Is such a problem in child protection
agencies internatIonally that Associate Professor
Debra Anderson labelled child protection workers who
had been in the role for over two years as 'veterans'.
(Anderson 2000) Cherniss (1980) describes burnout
as "a loss of excitement, enthusiasm and a sense of
mission in one work'
The Maslachian model describes burnout as
the result of 'emotional exhaustion,' 'cynicism' or
'depersonalisation' in the job and low levels of
'personal accomplishment', Maslach and Leiter
attributed burnout to a lack of 'control' or autonomy,
unmanageably large workloads, a lack of 'fairness' and
an absence of 'community' within the workplace.
It is disappointing to note that tracking attrition and
staff turnover is not handled within the Department
annual reporting responsibilities, given the importance
of this measure in the field. Current department staff
crisis care worker, Jamie Stanton's recent research
previously identified workload concerns through
qualitative interview responses:
Workers... are expected to carry ridiculous workloads
and then potentially get lynched [when something bad
happens] because no one could do anything." (Stanton
p24)
Stanton's research identified the following:
Recommendation 2 - Peer group supervision, similar

to the established practice of debriefing in the nursing
profession, should be established. This exercise would
build camaraderie, foster self-reflection, promote
mentoring, support and training of new staff.
'They [Department management] constantly talk about
your social and emotional well-being and looking after
yourself.. Yet the workload means that there are not
enough hours in the day to get everything done. And
this doesn't even go into the abuse you cop which can
be quite traumatising. After that much time on the road
when you have been abused, when you get back to the
office ideally that should be the time to sit down with a
nice cup of tea with one of your co-workers and chill out.
That briefing space is not made available. Because the
team leaders are under stress from the district directors.
It doesn't allow fostering of the talent in the office They
don't invest in people's feelings_ I can tell you it's the
younger and new staff that really get worried around
potentially violent family members. You need to be in
the job for a while so you can sense if you're safe or not.
And mentoring can help that with that you need to have
that mentoring and have an experienced person go out
with you.'
- Caseworker, West Kimberley District.

Paperwork Demands
Research into workload conducted by the CPSU/CSA
for this hearing uncovered a high level of professional
dissatisfaction and frustration with the current
paperwork and compliance demands of casework
within the Department.
"The comments I've heard from the people who have
been around for 20-30 years, they say once upon a
time this work was 80 per cent working with the family
and 20 per cent paperwork. Now, it's all the other way
around. Twenty per cent human contact and 80 per
cent just sitting at your desk. You lose the chance to
give support to the family"'
-Caseworker, West Klmberley District.
"The amount of compliance and paperwork is growing
at an astonishing rate. It is hard for workers to keep
up with all the new implementation and changes. For
example, the Permanency Planning forms are being
changed . we still haven't got our head around the
current ones! We hear management and executive
talk about how important relationships with our
children and families are. All great outcomes come
from a foundation of good, trusting relationships
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with children and families. The research from young
people who have left care talk about the importance
of relationships with caseworker. Yet, we seem to have
more and more compliance and paperwork layered
on. it is getting to the point where we have been told
'you see your children too much In order to attempt
to keep up with compliance, we have to stop visiting
our children and building trusting relationships with
them and their carers and parents... Many times we are
told to 'just get it on the system,' for example, a care
plan, OCR, etcetera. And the standard and quality of
the information doesn't seem to matter Something
has got to give. I am getting to the end of my tether in
this Department. Either reduce compliance or reduce
our caseload I came to this Department to be a Child
Protection Worker, not a paper pusher"
- De-identified Caseworker.
The CPSU/CSA accepts that the aims and intentions
for much of the paperwork requirements In the
Department are positive. However, when the totallty of
paperwork responsibilities are added together, what
results are completely unrealistic expectations for
frontline caseworkers. A review is urgently required to
allow caseworkers to leave thelr computers to engage
with families and children

4. End Recruitment
Freezes and Stop Cuts
to CPFS
From 2013, with estimates to 2019, the CPSU/CSA
has recorded gross cuts of $7.5 billion to staffing
expenditure within the WA public sector. These

00%

roe'

cuts have taken the form of salary caps, voluntary
severance schemes, involuntary redundancies and
workforce renewal policies. This loss of experience and
'hands on deck' is keenly felt on the frontline of DCPFS
duties.
Following recruitment freezes, closure and
casualisation of support staff postions withIn the
Department, more frontline caseworkers are expected
to conduct duties previously undertaken by other
staff in supporting roles in addition to their care and
assessment responsibilities, 246.8 FTE employed by
the Department held Fixed Term Contracts. These
contracts do not deliver job security, they handicap
the ability of the staff member to build relationships
with children and families. In addition, the loss of fixed
term staff erodes trust that the children place In the
department, contributing to a culture of distrust.
The 2016 State Budget documents outlined cuts of
$40.876 million from Department services over three
years with almost $12 million cut from RPS. DCPFS
Director General Emma White had previously written
that RPS programs 'are the foundation from which we
continue to build and grow as a Department' (Annual
Report 2015-2016). These cuts mean the loss of 63 FTE
from the Department, with many positions required
to build capacity in rural and regional WA. Frontline
services facing the highest budget cuts include
Homelessness, Family and Domestic Violence services
and Family Support services,
In November 2016, the Department Corporate
Executive MI decide upon the abolition of all existing
Coordinators of the Strong Families positions, This
will result in the loss of another 17 positions or 16.9
FTE. The client files of existing Strong Families will be
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handed over to nominated lead agencies by the end
of January 2017 as the Department uses the resources
to pursue the new 'Building Safe and Strong Families'
Strategy. Offers of voluntary severance may be made
to staff affected if the Department deems there is not a
reasonable likelihood of the caseworker finding a new
role within the DCPFS.
This decision has been announced despite
Recommendation 34 of the Ford Review in 2007
recommending Strong Families be considered as an
ongoing program expanded to provide state-wide
coverage and "form the basis" of the Department's
contribution to family support arrangements.
The Ford Review's 58th recommendation states
explicitly that the Strong Families program should
be expanded across the state with all coordinator
positions becoming permanent positions. It is clear
that the previous lessons and research which went
into improving the capabilities of the Department are
being compromised by a lack of resourcing.
Between 2008 and 2015, Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
caseworkers directly employed by the Department
increased by 136 from 631 to 767 FT. At the same
ti me, this period saw the number of children in care
skyrocket by 50 per cent (3011 to 4548). The last time
a significant boost in staff occurred was the 2006 Alan
Carpenter $50 million package to deliver 133 additional
staff including 87 extra caseworkers.
In the last year, the CPSU/CSA has become aware
of the impacts of the workforce renewal policy on
frontline caseworkers.
The workforce renewal policy is an ongoing cut to the
salary budget of the Department in effective shrinking
the funds available to employ frontline and support
positions.
This loss in FTE has meant caseworkers and senior
caseworkers often find their working day filled with
tasks that would best be handled by support staff. For
instance, the union has become aware that some senior
staff have had to spend hours of their working day
preparing vehicles to transport children. This is time that
could be better allocated conducting SWAs or preparing
case plans for the state's more complex cases, The
CPSU/CSA believes these staff cuts are contributing to
an inefficient use of senior staff work hours and thus a
waste of Department resources.

With the reduced capabilities of the Department,
current strategies suggest the private sector will be
doing more to fill the gaps. Consultations held by
the CPSU/CSA with NOD child protection providers
highlight a culture of increasingly competitive tenders.
In this environment, long-term community resources
are neglected in favour of fixed-term contracts and
funding wasted on closing and reopening resources
following the readjustments of public funds. In
addition, there are concerns the tender processes
favour larger providers over smaller NOD providers
with a focus and experience within their local
community.

5. Child Protection is
Government Business
"It takes a good while in a new relationship to actually
reach a point of trust, where people will talk about
what really is the problem"
- De-identified Caseworker (p29, Bennett)
The Department draws upon a sophisticated
stakeholder network relating to Aboriginal Affairs.
It is estimated that 13 per cent of the Aboriginal
population of Australia resides within Western Australia
(Salveron 2015). Fifty-three per cent of children in care
are Aboriginal (DCFPS Annual Report 2015-16). This
unacceptable overrepresentation has now become
a rallying point for aboriginal rights campaigners.
Notably, former child protection worker Donna Kickett
has likened the growth in overrepresentation as
'hugely concerning because it perpetuates the cycle of
removal in the Stolen Generation.' (Laurie 2016)
Longitudinal studies conducted by Bilson revealed a
population of 3,714 West Australian Aboriginal children
generated 3704 reports of maltreatment from 1,551
children of this cohort. This report rate of 41.7 per
cent is far higher than the total figure of 13.3 per cent
reported for all WA children.
There is a responsibility of the West Australian
government to provide accessible, basic social services
in an effort to remove disadvantage from rural and
regional Australia. More than that, the West Australian
State Government has a responsibility to provide social
work support which is culturally responsive.
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There has been considerable support for an integrated
approach in delivery of health and assistance services
for families with multiple complex needs (Greenberg
2004). The favoured tactic of tendering a single
NGO with limited experience in remote settings to
provide a limited, fly-in, fly-out service with no links to
existing regional networks does not deliver positive
outcomes. This style of delivery has been criticised
as "infrequent, discontinuous and impersonal" (p7
Robinson 2016). The tendered mode of engagement
does not provide a strong foundation for culturally
respectful relationships. Since the late 1980s, social
work researchers have acknowledged that a
culturally appropriate approach is one which delivers
'accountability to community, land and the future'
(Watson 1988).
It is worthwhile to mention the Australian Association
of Social Workers have now made demonstration of
cultural responsiveness a requirement of their Practice
Standards for social workers. This action has followed
the AASW making an official apology to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples in 2004.
The Department's services are particularly critical in
remote areas where the Department may be the only
safety net for families." (p127, Salveron)
In addition, the funding and long-term support of
DCPFS facilities and permanent staff in rural and
regional districts matches a strategy for greater
uptake in Aboriginal communities. By investing in
a permanent, reliable presence, social workers gain
greater uptake of services and communication via
recommendations and "vouching" in the community
(p23 Bennett) Importantly, Bennett found these
communities will vouch for a non-Aboriginal social
worker. In this context, the development of an ongoing
'meaningful and purposeful' relationship is critical to
developing social work which delivers self-empowering
and 'emancipatory' values (p394, Green 20083
The process of developing trust and earning respect in
Aboriginal communities involves a long-term strategy.
The Departmental caseworker must either already
hold kinship with the communities they work within
or have negotiated self-awareness of their intentions
and the stigmatising history of social work in Western
Australia.
This realignment of focus on community is a reminder
of the previous title of the Department prior to the
Ford Review - 'Community Development'.

This development is undermined by resources spent
on short-term, business-like tendering.
The Department is currently considering the use of
social impact bonds in order to deliver a short-term
pay-off to providers who can broker a permanent
care arrangement for a child. For instance, a bonus
payment of $5000 would be paid out to an NGO
they can place a child deemed to have complex and
intense needs Into a permanent care arrangement. A
further payment would be made if the arrangement
can last a year. With reports of some complex needs
West Australian children having seven or more
unsuccessful care arrangements, the CPSU/CSA
holds concerns that this draft strategy would create
a cash incentive for organising poorly planned care
arrangements and setting up care arrangements
to fail. The history of social services policy in the US
suggests the delivery of financial incentives for care
arrangements of vulnerable children has a disastrous
effect on the cohesion of indigenous communities
(NPR 2011).
Another example involves an estimate of
approximately $400,000 for one NGO to provide
support services to Special Guardians across the
entirety of Western Australia. At this level of funding,
NGOs report the resulting support would most likely
resemble a 'brochure dispersal service' with a very low
provision of service available to rural and regional WA
communities.

"Really a lot of the NGO services are not there, we don't
have any family reunification services, we don't have
any men's domestic violence services. Generally we are
lucky that our clients prioritise the services that we do
have but it is so limited and the standard is very poor in
terms of the complexity and the trauma that our clients
and children have been through. The level of expertise
is just not there to do the work that we need.
They don't get funded enough to pay enough to
attract those skilled qualified people that have the skills
to do the work and deal with the trauma and historical
and intergenerational complexities that I clients have.
They just don't have the skills. We can't attract those
sort that level of skill"
- Caseworker, South West District.
Consultation undertaken by the CPSU/CSA with NGO
service providers in Western Australia has provided an
anecdotal picture of multiple smaller, localised service
providers who are struggling to deliver services in a
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culture of cuts. Despite successful histories of service
delivery, some smaller providers hold fears that larger
providers have the capital to win community service
tenders with Department demands to deliver more
with less, The NCO sector has warred that while
services are tightened 'there is a risk of retreating to
what is perceived as core business. Such a retreat can
both undermine the important gains that have been
made in recent years...' (p3 WACOSS)
One example of a success of an integrated, interagency response is the collaboration created with
Perth Children's Court, King Edward Memorial Hospital
for Women and Legal Aid Western Australia in order to
prevent cases going to court and improve intervention
This alliance developed pre-hearing conferences to
inform, educate and create shared agreements, saving
both the Department and the justice system money
and improving a focus on outcomes for the safety
of the child and the cohesion of the family unit. State
Government Departments are clearly well positioned
to undertake a social reinvestment approach.
Maintaining whole-of-state coverage in departmental
child protection also ensures more uniform and better
quality of child protection data. Multiple agencies
with varying data collection and information retrieval
systems will ensure Western Australian loses a clear
and consistent measurement of needs and responses.
It is worth reiterating that currently all Safety &
Wellbeing Assessments must be completed by
Department staff even if the child is in the care of a
non-government organisation. With this responsibility,
the need for a robust Department will continue well
into the future.
The comparatively high level of public service
coverage in rural and regional Western Australia was
well-documented within the Ford Review, Prudence
Ford's 54th recommendation suggested that due to
an absence of non-government agencies with the
capacity to operate home care facilities efficiently that
the Department should operate rural and regional
residential care facilities.
Since the Gordon Inquiry, there has been a concerted
effort to integrate and link the services and information
gathered by government departments working
with Aboriginal communities. The Ford Review also
identified the need for the Department to integrate
services with Department of Health and Department
of Education in order to develop an outcomes-based
'Care Plan' for each child (p116 Ford)
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The work of the Department has substantial allied
benefits and opportunities for the fields of policing,
corrective services, mental health, drug and alcohol
services and education. Chapter 10 of the Ford Review
details the need for inter-sectorial coordination, where
the report states:
DCD alone cannot address many of the problems, of
which child abuse and neglect is a symptom. A whole
of government strategic response is required.' (p109
Ford)
This focus was instrumental in the creation of the Child
Safety Directors' Group in 2007, to align leaders across
Department of Health, Department of Education, the
Disability Services Commission, Local Government,
Department of the Premier and the Cabinet to name
just a few. Erosion of the services provided by DCPFS
will contribute to the loss of future integrated interagency strategies enacted by the Directors' Group

Conclusion
The Department of Child Protection and Family
Support provides assistance for the most vulnerable
and at-risk children and families in Western Australia.
The work the Department's frontline caseworkers
conduct daily is integral for building a resilient and
united community, where every young person has the
chance to develop in safety, succeed and fulfil their
potential. This work is currently under threat.
The established measures required to measure safe
workload by staff has become riddled with cheating
and work practices which threaten the accuracy of
safe workload data. The caseworkers, who require face
to face time with their clients, cannot achieve their
important care outcomes as their work day is either
filled by paperwork demands, or they are left to conduct
the work ordinarily handled by support staff The end
result is a compromised system broken and in need of
urgent repair The State Government must find the heart
required to resource the Department to fix the problems
and address the negative trends seen in the statistics and
the issues raised by staff.
"The workload is impossible for any person to
complete to the depth and timeline that is expected.
Cutting funds, cutting staff and resources and keeping
caseloads high and/or increasing compliance and
demands is just leading workers to quit earlier, burn
out, minimise their caring and impact that they can
have with families and open the Government up for
liability issues with the risks workers have to take and
the level of fatigue each of us feel every single day"
- De-identified Caseworker
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